Project overview
City of Harrison was awarded $751,344 in Community Development Block Grant funds to transform its seasonal farmers market into a permanent indoor/outdoor market facility located in the heart of Harrison’s downtown. The expansion included the rehabilitation of two adjacent buildings in downtown Harrison which allowed the market to expand the number of vendors, offer shopping and dining options year-round, convert the parking lot into public space, and provide a fully equipped and licensed community kitchen to the public. The Community Development Block Grant funds were used for the complete renovation and build-out of the interior and exterior vendor spaces, with improvements including façade renovation, selective demolition, new mechanical and electrical systems, roof repair and more. City of Harrison contributed $254,924 toward the project and the U.S. Department of Rural Development contributed $331,500.

MEDC investment: $751,344 Community Development Block Fund grant

U.S. Department of Rural Development: $331,500

Local investment: $254,924